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·ciRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
·SWITCHING SYSTDtS DEVELOPMENT DEPAR'fMmT 

S'rEP-BY-STEP SYSTDB· 
NO. ,!.J 350!.1 3SSA OR )60A 

3 UK. 4 WIKE SELECTOR 

' ; 

FOR USE AS LOCAL OR INCOMINO SELECTOR 
REPEATED DIALIIG TOLL PRECEDING SELECTOR 

-OR 2 PARTY MESSAGE RATE SEL'BCTOR 
ABSORBS DIGITS ONCE OR REPEATEDLY 

RESTRICTS SEilVICE OVER SPECIFIED LEVELS 
PROVIDES TIMED RELEASE ON PERMANENT SIGNAL 

OR BUSY Fl;;ASH . ON CALLS FROM OPERATOR 

I t· 
' I: 
~ . 

•: 
i. 

CHARGES 

D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES 
i 

D.l In Fig. 1, the "DT" lead was tor-
merly•connected to "Switch Tbl. Alm. 

Ckt.l or t~ Misc. Alm. Ckt. (Selector 
Shelr)". The designation "DT or LT2" was 
fonDerly "J)T". 
D.2 In Fif. lf the lead designation 

"LI'll 20 PM TB, LTl-60 IPM TB or 
Low Tone 1, (Busy)" was formerly "Low Tone 
1 (Busy)".: 

j 

D.) In Fig. 1 1 the lead designation 
"120 IPM or 120 IPM BR3" was tor

aerly "120 IPM". 

In Rote 102 Option "ZP'" is added 
tor_, "Used ;I th prepay coin lines." 

D.S In Note 103,! record tor iasuei?~D, 
"ZT" waa formerly shown in . the MD 

colUIIIl where "ZR" is now shown.· 1 
I ' 

I '! • • D.6 In Note 10), record tor issue 7-D, ·. ,, .• t 
"ZT" was tonaerly shown in the : ;, · • 

•It Jobs Records llo Not SpecifY" col._ · · :: .. 1: 

:.;re :::.
1

:;:~==~~- S8 and eq\11~ i .• ~i· · 

ment Note tOl are.added. · · l: 
~ . jl Hf: 

D.S Coanecting 'information in Fig. 1, i t· r 
. "From Sel. ~Bank Mult. Ckt. or F~~ . • 

Line l'inder, Sel~ Rep., Trk., or Ttke C}tt." :: J .. : 
formerly read "From Sel. Bank Mult. ·~Cki. orj •. 
Fro•" Line Finder ·~el., Rep., Trk. -;or -~k· •! , . 
Ckt. ~ . -~ ·· 

,t; 

All other headings, no change .. 
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CIRCV1T DESCRIPTION 
SWITCHING SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMEN~ 

CD-32Uf7-0l 
Issue 6-D 

Dwg. Is-ue 7~ 

STEP-BY -STEP SYSTEMS 
HO. 1; 350:' , 355A <m 360A 

3 <It 4 WIRE SELECT <It 

~:.' ~ . l 

)f ·'· f .. • \ .: 
J'OR USE AS LOCAL <It INCOMING SELECTCil 

REPEATED DIALING TOLL PRECEDING -sBLECTCE 
Cli 2 PARTY MKSSAOE RATE SELECT<E 
ABSCilBS Dml'l'S ONCE Cll REPEATEDLY 

RESTRICTS SERVICE OVER SPECilflED LEVELS 
PROVIDES TIMED RELEASE ON PBRMAHElrl' SIGJIAL 

Cli BUSY FLASH OH CALLS J'ROM OPERATCil ' f_f .. , 

CHARGES 

A. 

A.2 

D. 

CHANGED Cll ADDED J'UHCT IOHS 

Provides tor use as a 2 party 
message rate selector. 

Provides tor use as a repeated dial
ing toll preceding selector. 

DBSCRIPI'IOH OP cmCUI'l' CHANGES 

D.l ZC option ia rated Mtr. Disc. super-
seded by ZP option in the switch and 

by ZH option 1n the abe lt wiring. ZO option 
was tormerly part ot ZP. This change is 
made without record to reduce the number 
ot·options in switch manufacture, since 
ZP option added on Issue 6-D, has not been 
incorporated in the manufacturing drawings. 

D.2 Note 102 is ·revised to open the busy 
tone lead when tbia switch is used as 

a repeated dialing toll p~eceding selector. 
This ia done by omitting ZE option. 

ZM and ZL options provide tor uae or 
this circuit in a }60A ottice. 

D.4 Pig. 3 ia reinstated tor No. 360A 
ottices, and Zl, ZJ, ZK, and ZN to 

ZQ options provide tor the use ot clinched 
and soldered mechanized banks. ZS and ZR 
options wre tor•rly part ot U and T 
options respectively. 

2. WcmtiHG LIMITS 

:··H 
. _.'1 
.:',· 

. ~! 

D.5 Notes 102 and 103 are revised and 
Notes 104, 105 and 106 added tor 

record ot the above changes. 
: 't· 

D.6 The. replace•nt note was "Rep. lacing ::' 1··.' 

SD-}18~ .. 01 and SD-31933-01 tor No. 1 
and 350.A" and the rating was "AT&TCo :: , ; 
Standard" without exception. · ., 

n.a 

t ! J 

Connecting lead information tor 360l ~.. J 1 

o1"tice circuits was added. . · .. · 1 

The title tormerly read: 

STEP-BY~STBP SYSTEMS 
NO. 1, 35Ql or 355A 

SBLECTORClRCUrl' . 
LOCAL Cll INCOMING 3 OR lJ CO:tmUCT<B 

ARRANGED TO ABS<IlB DIOI'l'S 
OKCE OR REPEATEDLY, TO RESTRICT 

SERVICE OVER ANY SPECIFIED .LBVBLS 
ARD P<ll Erl'HER TIMED RELEASE OK PBJUIAHBIIT 
S IGIIAL <ll BUSY PLASH ON CALLS PROM O~T<Jl· 

·}. 

All other headinca under Changes, no change.,' 

1. PURPaiE OP cmcurr 
.j 
~! 

1.1 This circuit ia tor uae •• a 3 or ' 
conductor local or inco•!Ds aeleotcr .. 

where digit abaorbinc 1a required on ~: 
specified levels once or repeatedly. It 111 ;! 
also arranged tor restricted service on all [: 
or apecitied levels and/or timed releaae .; 
on permanent signals. ; .. 

2.1 Liai ta . are tor single ottice area a. Por aul tiottice area a, and tor operator pulsing,'· 
see ke~ ebeeta. 

Type ot Dial 
Max. Ext. Ckt. Loop* 
M~x. Ext. Ckt. Loop** 
Max. Ext. Ckt. Loop*** 
Min. Ins. Rea. 

45V. Min. 
Pu1s1ris Prom sUb • 

2.4 or 5 !?. 
750w 1200w 
850w 1400w 

lOOOw 140Cw 
15000w 

1 
llOOca» 
1300tAt 
lli-OOtAt 

. llav. Min. 

2.s or 6 
SOw · lsOow llJOOw 

lOOOw 1500w 1500w 
1115tAt 1500w 1500w. 

15()()()w 

*When using lOOOw loop - Leak B in pulsing teat set 
**When using 1200w loop - Leak A in pulsing teat set 

***When using 1400w loop - Leak A 1n pulsing teat aet 

Prlated in U.S.A. Pap 1 
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3· FUNCTIONS 

3.01 To ground the sleeve lead to the 
preceding circuit when the selector 

is seized. 

3.02 To supply dial tone to the calling 
party when required. 

3.03 To step the switch vertically under 
control of the dial pulses. 

3.04 To release from any level arranged 
for absorbing on the initial digit 

or to release from any level arranged to 
absorb repeatedly each time the level is 
dialed. 

3.05 To return a busy tone and block 
further operation on any specified 

level or levels over which service is 
restricted. 

3. 06 To cut in and trunk hunt on the 
first digit on any level not 

arranged for absorbing or restricting 
service. 

3.07 When required, to cut in and trunk 
hunt on all levels when the second 

digit is dialed. 

3.08 To remove dial tone if provided 
when the switch cuts through or 

when the first digit is absorbed. 

3.09 To select an idle trunk automati
cally. 

3.10 To connect an "all trunks busy" 
tone to the calling party when all 

the trunks in the group dialed are busy, 
except when used as a repeated dialing 
toll train selector. 

}.11 When used as a repeated dialing toll 
train selector, to open the ground 

from the tip winding of the (A) relay, thus 
releasing the switch, when all trunks in 
the group dialed are busy. 

}.12 To extend the tip, ring and sleeve 
lead, and "A, C or F" lead when 

furnished, to the idle trunk selected. 

3.13 To restore to normal upon discon
nection by the calling party. 

3.14 To operate a peg count register 
whenever an idle trunk is selected. 

To provide a timed permanent signal 
release. 

3.16 When required, to restrict service 
on specified levels on any digit. 

Page 2 
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3.17 When required, to restrict service 

(prevent cut-through) on all levels 
until a digit has been absorbed. 

3.18 To provide a service code selector 
in offices with branch office selector 

repeaters when completion or eome "llX" code 
calla are required through the main office. 

3.19 At the end or the first digit, to 
give a signal to the preceding trunk, 

causing that circuit to make a test to 
determine whet station is calling. 

4. CONNECTING c:mcur.rs. 

When this circuit is listed on a 
keyshePt, the connecting information thereon 
is to be followed. 

4.01 Line Finder SD-32000-01.* 

4.02 Incoming Repeater - SD-32008-01.* 

4.03 Selector - SD-31735-01.* 

4.04 2 Way Interlocal TrUnk - SD-31658-01.* 

4.05 Post Pay Coin Trunk -···SD-31895-01.* 

4.06 Selector Bank Multiple Circuit -
SD-32123-01. 

"· 
4.07 Connector Circuit - SD-31737-01.*. 

4.08 Permanent Signal Timing Circuit -
SD-32192-01. 

4.09 Outgoing Repeater - SD-31779.-01.* 

4.10 Switch Trouble Alarm Circuit or 
Misc. Alarm Circuit tor Selector 
Shelves - SD-32043-01.* 

4.11 Misc. Alarm C1rc~it - Registers 
SD-31976-0l. 

4.12 Misc. Alarm Circuit - 360A SD-31209-01. 

4.~3 2 Party Message Rate Trunk SD-3150~ 

4.14 Traffic Register Ckt. - SD-31109-01 
& SD-30896-0l. 

4.15. Repeated Dialtng- Toll Train Relay 
Equipment ES-241981.* 

*Typical Circuit 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

5· SEIZURE 

When this circuit is seized (A) 
operates over the line or trunk loop oper
ating (B). (B) connects ground to lead 

• 
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"S" to hold the preceding circuits, closes 
a path for operating (c) and the VERT 
ma~et and prepares a circuit tor operating 
(FJ and the traffic register. 

6. VER'l'ICAL STEPPING 

(A) will release and reoperate in 
unison with the dial pulses but the slow 
releasing (B) will remain operated. Each 
time (A) releases, ground tram its back 
contact through the front contact ot (B) 
operates the VERT magnet in series with 
(C) causing the switch to step in a verti
cal direction to the level dialed. (C) 
operates (E) through the v.o.N. springs 
which operate as soon as the switch takas 
the first vertical step. (c) being slow 
to release remains operated during dialing. 

7. DIG ri' ABS<EBIHG 

7.1 Levels on which it is required to 
absorb a digit shall have the "L• 

normal post spring operated. 

7.11 Absorbing Pirst Digit Only -
"M" Option. 

When the sw1toh reaches the level 
dialed and (C) releases, ground from the 
RLS magnet contact is connected by (C) 
through a make ot (E) and a break ot (F), 
throush the "L" normal post springs and 
V .O.N. springs to the RLS magnet. The RLS 
magnet operates, locks through its own and 
v.o.N. contacts. The operation ot the RLS 
magnet restores the switch shatt to normal 
and the RL8 118gnet contact springs open 
the ROT magnet operating circuit and close 
a circuit which operates (F). When the 
switch shaft has restored to normel the 
V .o.N. springs open and release the RLS 
118pet and (E). (F) operated, loc~s to 
(BJ substitutes ground tor dial tone, 
makes the "L" normal post springs in
effective and also with "J" option, the 
right also, and prepares the operating 
circuit tor the ROT magnet. When the 
next 'digit is dialed the switch steps 
vertically as previously described. When 
the level dialed is reached the switch 
cuts in and trunk hunts since the rotary 
circuit is completed through contacts on 
{F) when (c) releases, regardless ot the 
position ot the "L" normal post springs. 

7.12 Absorbing Repeatedly - "H" Option 

When the switch reaches the level 
dialed, (C) releases and connects ground 
through make on {E) and (F) to operate the 
RLS magnet which locks under control ot 
the V .O.H. springs. The RLS magnet also 
opens the ROT magnet operating circuit and 
operates (F) which locks to (B). (F) 
operates substituting direct ground tor 

dial tone where the latter is provided. 
When the swi'tch shaft has restored to 
normal, the V.O.N. springs open and unlock 
the RLS magnet. {F) remains locked to 
(B). It the subse~uent digits dialed are 
to be absorbed, "N option is furnished. 
When (C) releases it will connect ground 
through (E) and (F) operated to operate the 
RLS magnet and restore the switch to normal 
as previously described. 

8. TRUNK HUNTING WHEN FIRST DIOI'r lS 
DIALED 

8.1 on levels requiring trunk hunting an 
the first digit the normal post 

springs shall not be operated. When (C) 
releases the ROT magnet is operated from 
the circuit through the "L" norul post 
springs and steps the wipers to the tirst 
bank1terminals. The operation ot,the ROT 
magnet allows (B) to release which 1n 
turn allows the release ot the ROT magnet. 
The "S '' wiper is now in contact with the 
tirst llul tiple bank terminal and it this 
is grounded because or a busy cond1ti<m, 
(E) reoperates causing the RO'l' magnet to 
operate and atep the wipers to the next 
terminal. This automatic stepping or 
trunk hunting will contin~ until an idle 
or nongrounded terminal is found. 

9· 'l'RUMK HUJrl'IHG OM SECOND DIGIT WHEH 
FIRST Dmrr HAS BEEH ABSORBED 
( "M" OPTION) 

9.1 When (c) releases at the tenaination 
ot the second digit the trunk hunt

ing operation is the 8811B as that described 
under .paragraph 8 except that the ROf 
magnet circuit is completed through the 
contacts ot (P). The switch will trunk 
hunt on all levels regardless ot the 
adJustment ot the "L" normal post springs. 

10. SE 1Z ING THE IDlE TRUNK 

10.1 When an idle terminal is tound {D) 
operates in series with (E) when the 

ROT magnet releases, since it 1a no lon~r 
short circuited by the ground through the 
"s" wiper. (E) does not operate due to 
the high resistance ot the (D) in serles 
with it. (D) disconnects the tip and r11·6 
leada trom ~A), cuts the tip, ring and 
sleeve and A, c or .r" lead it provided, 
through to the trunk beyond, open~t the Rl.S 
magnet circuit and grounds the "R • lead 
to operate a :tl8g count register. The 
release ot (AJ allows (B) to release. (B) 
on releasing removes the ground from the 
"R• lead, pre:pares the RLS magnet circuit 
and allows (F) to release it operated. 
(D) is held by ground troa the succeeding 
circuit. 
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11. RESTRIC'rED SERVICE 

11.1 This circuit is arranged to restrict 
service by line finder group or line 

tinder level of the calling line on 
specified levels. The "R" normal post 
springs ehRll be operated on all restricted 
service levels. 

11.11 Line Finder Group - ''Y" and "K" 
Options 

Line Finder tevel of Calling Line -
"Z" and "K" Options 

When (C) releases after the tirst 
digit is dialed the ROT magnet is energized 
the same as described in paragra~h 8.1. On 
the release of the ROT magnet (E) is again 
operated by Eound over "Y" or ~·z" option 
through the R 11 normal post springs thus 
stepping the shaft around until the 11th 
rotary step is reached. 'l'he operation ot 
the 11th rotary step sfrings opens the 
operating circuit tor E) and thereby 
prevents any further operation or the ROT 
magnet. The operation or the 11th rotary 
springs also transfers from dial tone ar 
ground to busy tone and prevents the 
operation of (D). 

11.12 Specified Level Restrict~d on First 
Digit Only - "Y" or "Z 11 and "J'' 
Options 

All Levels Restricted on First Digit -
''Y 11 or "Z", "Q 11 and "J" Options 

'l'he switch can be prevented from 
cutting through on a particular level until 
a digit has been absorbed, that is, until 
(F) has operated and opened the operating 
circuit of (E) trom ground through "Y" or 
"Z" option. If all levels are to be 
restricted until a digit is absorbed, "Q" 
option is provided which obviates operating 
the normal post springs for this traffic 
feature. 

11.13 Specified Levels Restricted on Any 
Digit - "Y" or "Z" and "K" Options 

Specified levels may be restricted 
on any digit bf. providing "K" option in 
addition to ''Y' or "Z" options. '!'his 
prevents opening the operating circuit ot 
(E) when (F) operates for digit absorbing 
and tf a restricted level is dialed after 
a digit is absorbed groWld over "Y" or "Z" 
options through the operated "R" normal 
post springs will operate (E) and cause 
the switch to rotate to the 11th rotary 
step and return all trunks busy tone. 
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12. ALL TRUNKS BUSY CONDITI(J( AND 
RELEASE PRIOO '1'0 CUT THROUGH 

12.1 When all of the trunks in a group 
are busy the switch wipers will pass 

ott the bank terminals and operate the 11th 
rotary step springa. 

12.11 Where BWJy .fltlt!h to Operator is not 
Reauired or. taUs Over Local '!'rain -
"F '' Opt 10f'i 

When the 11 u, rotary step spri~s 
operate they connc:ct. 11all trunks busy tone 
to the calli, station and prevent the 
operation or D) thus causing this circuit 
to remain held under control of (A). When 
the callin~ station disconnects (I\.) releases, 
releasing lB) and in turn energizlng the 
RLS magnet and restoring the switch to 
normal, and provides ground to the "RLS" 
lead to release the line tinder. The switch 
will release the line finder. 'l'he switch 
will release in this manner on a die
connection at any time prior to the seizure 
ot an idle trunk. 

12.12 Where Busy Flash to Operator.~s 
Reauired on Calls OVer Local '!'rain -
"E 11 Option 

When the 11th Rotary Step Springs 
operate, the circuit to relay D is opened 
and 120 IPM ground is connected to lead 
F, causing a relay 1n the incoming or 2 
way trunk to return path busy flashes to 
the calling operator. 

'l'he switch is held under control of 
relay (A) until the operator- disconnects, 
which releases (A) and, in turn (B), oper
ating the release magnet and restoring the 
switch to normal. 

12.13 Where Both Busy 'l'one and Busy Flash 
to Operator are Required on Calls 
Over Local '!'rain - "F" and ZC or 
"ZH" Options 

When.the 11th rotary ste~ springe 
operate, the circuit to relay lB) ie op,ened, 
120 IPM ground ie connected to lead ":F' and 
120 IPM tone is connected to the ring. The 
120 IPM ground causes a relay in the trunk 
circuit to return path busy flashes to the 
operator, while the busy tone is trans
mitted to any subscribers who may have 
access to this circuit. 

'l'he switch is held under control of 
relay (A) until the calling party or 
operator disconnects, (A) then releasee, ' 
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in turn releasing (B), opereting there
le~se magnet, and restoring the switch to 
normal. 

12.14 As a Repeated Dialing Toll Preceding 
Selector - "ZE" Option Omitted 

The 11th rotary step springs 1•emove 
ground from the (A) relay winding, releas
ing A, and in turn B restoring the switch 
to normal. The trunk at the toll ott1ce 
recognizes this as an all trunks busy 
condition, opens the tip and ring towards 
this circuit to prevent reseizure, and 
connects busy flash signals to the toll 
operator. 

1,. RElEASE APTER CUT THROUGH 

13.1 As mentione.d in paregraph 10, (D) is 
held from the succeeding trunk after 

an idle trunk is seized. When the calling 
station disconnects under this condition 
ground is removed from the (D) relay 
winding by the trunk beyond, allowi~ this 
relay to release. The release ot (D) 
energizes the release magnet, restores the 
switch to normal and provides ground to .the 
"RLS" lead to release the line tinder. 

14. TEST JACK 

14.1 By means ot the test Jack this switch 
can be made busy tor test purposes or 

in case it is out ot order. By plugging a 
test set into Jack springs 1 and 2 the 
switch can be operated locally in the 
manner described above. 

15. CONTACT PRarECTI<»J 

15.1 Network (C) is used to protect relay 
contacts against inductive discharges 

from the windings or the vertical and 
rotary magnets. 

16. PERMANENT SIGNAL RElEASE 

The circuit is arranged to release 
under control or the permanent signal 
timing circuit it a subscriber originates 
a call and then tails to dial before the 

BELL 'l'EIEPHC*E LABORAT~IES, DC • 

DEP'l'. 3030-0CH-RLL-Pl 

end or a predetermined time interval. Wben 
the circuit is selected and (A) and (B) 
have operated, the primary winding or (Z) 
is connected through to the permanent 
signal timing circuit "PA" lead. That cir
cuit places a ground on the "PA" lead op
erating (Z) which locks under control ot 
(B) and transfers the line tinder (S) lead 
from ground on (B) contacts to ground on 
the "PB" lead. After an interval ground 
is momentarily removed from the "PB" lead 
which causes a relay in the line tinder 
to release, opening the tip and .,ring, and 
causing a lock-out relay 1n the line 
circuit to operate. The line finder rela7 
in releasi~ opens the circuit to (A) thus 
releasing (B) and (Z) and the circuit is 
restore4 to normal. 

U the line c 1rcui t 1s not equipped 
with a lock-out relay the timing circuit 
will open the "PB" lead long enough to 
release the switch train berore recloaina 
ground. 

17. STATIOII mEHT IPICATION CON'l'ROL 

When the pre ceding trunk requires an 
indication ot the termination ot a digit 
the "P" lead is furnished llhich connects 
ground troa (B) through a IlSke on. (C) to 
the "P" lead during the di~ t. At the 
termination ot the digit' ~c) releases and 
removes ground from the P lead. 

18. CDlCUIT USED AS SERVICE CODE SELECT<Il 
IN OFPICES WITH SBLECTOR REPEATERS -
"ZO" OPTIOII 

When this circu1 t is used as a serv
ice code selector in otticea with branch 
office selector repeaters, and service code 
calls (llX), such as 1ntormation1_are coa
pleted through the main ot'rice, -zo" option 
is furnished. When all trunks from the 
selector level are busy, an originating 
call will cause the 11th rotary step sprinas 

·to operate. This connects ground to the A 
lead which operates a relay 1n the selector 
repeater circuit to supply the busy tone 
signal • 
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